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A B S T R A C T

Digital libraries represent the most valuable resource for storing, querying, and re-
trieving scientific literature. Traditionally, the reader/analyst aims to compose a set
of articles based on keywords, according to his/her preferences, and manually inspect
the resulting list of documents. Except for the articles which share citations or com-
mon keywords, the results retrieved will be limited to those which fulfill a syntactic
match. Besides, if instead of having an article as a reference, the user has an image,
the process of finding and exploring articles with similar content becomes infeasible.
This paper proposes a visual analytic methodology for exploring and analyzing scien-
tific document collections that consider both textual and image content. The proposed
technique relies on combining multiple Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) com-
ponents and multidimensional projection to map the documents to a visual space based
on their similarity, thus enabling an interactive exploration. Moreover, we extend its
analytical capabilities with visual resources to display complementary information on
selected documents that uncover hidden patterns and semantic relations. We evidence
the effectiveness of our methodology through three case studies and a user evaluation,
which attest to its usefulness during the process of scientific collections exploration.

© 2022 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction1

One essential task of scientific research is the literature re-2

view. It seeks to identify, evaluate and synthesize published3

information in a specific subject or topic. Typically, it is per-4

formed by querying different academic sources, e.g., journal5

papers, surveys, reviews, books, and theses/dissertations stored6
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in digital libraries. For instance, well-known repositories such 7

as IEEE Xplore4, ACM DL5, and ArXiv6 enable the traditional 8

searching paradigm where users perform queries based on key- 9

words, resulting in a list of textual snippets containing the title, 10

authors, and other information summarizing the content of each 11

document. Users must manually inspect the snippets to find 12

documents of interest; digital libraries do not provide resources 13

to gather documents based on their content, making the litera- 14

ture compilation a tedious and time-consuming task. Moreover, 15

resources to perform queries from images, tables, and charts are 16

not available, impairing the search for content other than text. 17

The image-based query has been widely used in Content-based 18

4http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/
5http://dl.acm.org/
6http://arxiv.org/
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Image Retrieval (CBIR) systems and could also be employed1

to support the exploration of scientific literature libraries. Per-2

forming queries based on images and other non-textual content3

can make it possible to answer questions such as: “Which are4

the typical images in papers from this author?”, “Which articles5

have images similar to this one?” or even “Is this image similar6

to any other published?”.7

Another critical issue in exploring scientific literature is how8

to enable visual resources that render the analysis of multiple9

document collections an easier task. Some academic search en-10

gines such as Microsoft Academic Visual Explorer7 and Google11

Scholar8 enable visual representations for co-authorship analy-12

sis and citation evolution over time. Besides being quite lim-13

ited, the visual resources enabled in those tools are not linked14

to query mechanisms, which considerably restricts the scope of15

any exploratory analysis. There are also alternatives to replace16

the regular list of textual snippets with some visualization-17

oriented representations, mainly in the context of web search18

result analysis [1, 2, 3]. However, despite the effectiveness19

demonstrated by these methods, they have not been introduced20

into digital libraries for exploring articles yet.21

In this work, we propose an interactive visualization tool22

for exploring extensive collections of scientific documents.23

Called DRIFT (Document exploration based on Image and tex-24

tual Features), the proposed methodology combines core CBIR25

functionalities with an interactive multidimensional projection26

mechanism that identifies documents with similar content, in-27

cluding images. In contrast to existing systems, our approach28

enables several exploratory and visualization resources that29

make complex analysis doable, increasing the user’s ability to30

perform complex searches and analyses.31

In summary, the main contributions of this work are:32

• A methodology that combines content-based image re-33

trieval mechanisms, multidimensional projection, and vi-34

sual analytic tools into a single framework that handles35

documents based on their textual and image content.36

• A visual analytic tool called DRIFT, which implements the37

proposed framework to enable customized exploration of38

collections of scientific documents.39

• Three case studies and a user evaluation that demonstrate40

the utility and effectiveness of our methodology.41

In a previous version of this paper [4], we showed the ratio-42

nale behind DRIFT and how its components support the ana-43

lyst in the exploration process. In this version, we extend this44

discussion by describing our case studies deeply, introducing a45

new case on Coronavirus (COVID-19) research, testing a new46

strategy for textual processing, and detailing the feedback pro-47

vided by users after the evaluation process.48

7http://academic.research.microsoft.com/VisualExplorer
8http://scholar.google.com/

2. Related Work 49

We focus the following discussion on methods that explore 50

scientific publication collections. Therefore, we group existing 51

methods into three main categories, i.e., citation-based, textual- 52

content-based, and image-content-based. We briefly describe 53

some relevant techniques from the first group, however, we fo- 54

cus this section on both textual and image-based methods since 55

they are the foundation for our work. A more comprehensive 56

review of visualization methods to explore scientific document 57

collections can be found in [5]. 58

Citation based methods focus on uncover citation and research 59

collaboration patterns [6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. Liu et al. [11], for in- 60

stance, search for citations in a specific paper and build a tag 61

cloud to intuitively convey which part of the paper each cita- 62

tion refers to. Yan and Ding [12] analyze six different types of 63

scholar networks (coupling, (co-)citation, topic, co-authorship, 64

co-word) aiming a better understanding of how they are re- 65

lated. PaperPoles [13] extract references/citations from some 66

seed articles for ordering them by relevance to positive or neg- 67

ative queries. cite2vec [14] makes use of word embeddings for 68

document exploration based on the context in which they are 69

cited. Recently, doccite2vec [15] proposes a model for paper 70

recommendation by gathering citations and document embed- 71

dings. Although those methods allow an informative analysis 72

of authorship relations, the information extracted is not plenty 73

to characterize publications in order to generate insights. 74

Textual content-based methods make use of text processing 75

strategies to establish similarities among documents. For in- 76

stance, Action Science Explorer (ASE) [16] is a system that en- 77

ables interactive analysis of a paper collection through linked- 78

views, identifying key papers, topics, and research groups. The 79

integration between text analysis and citation context turns ASE 80

into an informative representation. However, the visualization 81

suffers from the problem of occlusion, as textual labels can 82

overlap. Survis [17] is a visual analytic system designed to 83

analyze and disseminate literature databases. A set of linked 84

views allows users to explore citation relations over time. One 85

remarkable feature is the use of an interactive selector for en- 86

riching visualizations, providing a visual mechanism for order- 87

ing and filtering publications. MIST [18] employs keywords 88

from scientific documents to generate semantically aware and 89

overlap-free word clouds. PEx-Web [19] is an interactive tool 90

that relies on multidimensional projections to map web search 91

results, including patent collections, by similarity into a 2D 92

point-based layout. VisIRR [20] uses a 2D scatterplot to vi- 93

sualize and recommend documents based on user preferences. 94

Literature Explorer [21] uses standard visual components such 95

as trees and theme river to detect thematic topics to support 96

document retrieval, avoiding that the number of topics has to be 97

pre-defined. 98

Image-based methods comprise a class of methods that aim 99

to extract and process images from scientific documents, which 100

are then employed to query and compare scientific documents. 101

One of the few image-based approaches described in the liter- 102

ature is the work by Deserno et al. [22], which makes use of 103

images with annotated words to query and group medical doc- 104

uments, reporting a gain in the quality of the query due to the 105

http://academic.research.microsoft.com/VisualExplorer
http://scholar.google.com/
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use of images. In fact, the benefit of using images to enrich the1

querying process has also been reported by Muller et al. [23],2

showing that the relevance of documents retrieved from text and3

images is higher than using only textual queries. Commercial4

tools also are part of this group, as in the case of Pinterest [24],5

eBay [25], and Alibaba [26], which faces the big challenge of6

searching into image large collections by using deep neural net-7

work models.8

In a lower number, some approaches are devoted to combin-9

ing two or more methods. For instance, Felizardo et al. in [27]10

and [28] uses graphs and edge bundles to understand how a net-11

work of articles references each other in the collection while12

examining the textual content of the articles by a multidimen-13

sional projection method. However, it falls in a visual occlu-14

sion when it scales in a number of documents, especially in its15

citation map, impairing the exploration of large datasets. Paper-16

cube [29] is a web-based application that integrates timelines,17

treemaps, and graphs to represent article citations and metadata.18

In the same context, PaperVis [30] presents a mixed representa-19

tion based on keywords and citations for exploring scientific pa-20

pers. One of its most valuable contributions is the introduction21

of a tree-based mechanism to visually review the visualization22

history. Despite that, none of them allow us to manipulate these23

interactions from the user activity to generate new insights and24

support the exploration task.25

The method proposed in this work combines the last two ap-26

proaches discussed above, enabling interactive linked compo-27

nents to efficiently uncover hidden relation patterns in scientific28

document collections. Moreover, DRIFT allows analysts to re-29

store and compare previous states of his/her interaction, helping30

the construction of insights from different selections. DRIFT31

turns out to be useful in several tasks, as the quick identifica-32

tion of papers of interest and analysis of their content.33

3. Goals and Analytical Tasks34

To define our goals, we had a series of meetings with multi-35

ple researchers with 5 to 15 years of experience. All of them are36

professionals in different fields of study but into STEM disci-37

plines. All meetings consisted of individual interviews focused38

on the advantages and limitations of the current paradigm used39

by digital repositories and the participant’s experience using40

these. Also, we conducted an exhaustive literature review to41

evaluate available systems for scientific literature exploration.42

As a result of this, we came up with a set of goals and analyti-43

cal tasks that guided our tool design.44

3.1. Goals45

Below we describe the four objectives that lead to the devel-46

opment of our tool.47

• G1. Support exploration of scientific documents col-48

lections. Available digital libraries offer limited tools for49

analyzing scientific documents since their exploration re-50

lies on the accuracy of its search engine for retrieving rel-51

evant documents. However, researchers could not have52

exact inputs for performing accurate queries, requiring an53

exploratory analysis to know about the collection and ex- 54

tract significant insights. Our goal is to build a visual an- 55

alytic tool that enables scientific document collection ex- 56

ploration by combining a set of interactive resources and 57

allowing the analyst to identify documents of interest. In 58

this way, digital libraries might benefit from this proposal. 59

• G2. Integrate image and textual content. Most scien- 60

tific literature exploration tools focus on text to organize 61

documents — e.g., text matching, citation networks — 62

preventing the exploitation of several features available in 63

scientific papers. Thus, one main goal for our project is to 64

build a tool to perform a multimodal exploration. For that, 65

we wish the analyst to query for both image and textual 66

content to lead the exploration process. 67

• G3. Understand metadata and topics in documents 68

groups. Researchers are quite familiar with reviewing 69

document metadata — e.g., authors, publisher, and publi- 70

cation date — since it provides additional information to 71

decide about document relevance. Likewise, recognizing 72

topics rapidly from document groups enhances analysts’ 73

capabilities to review more literature. We identify this 74

goal as an opportunity for improving the manner how re- 75

searchers can effectively extract insights from document 76

collections while interactively refining their search crite- 77

ria. 78

• G4. Support literature review task. Exploring and ana- 79

lyzing scientific literature end up in customized collections 80

containing relevant documents for the analyst. These col- 81

lections organize references according to specific interests 82

and motivations. For instance, support the writing of the 83

Related Work section for an article or prepare a bibliogra- 84

phy for a curricular syllabus. 85

3.2. Analytical Tasks 86

After understanding the goals of the project, we define the 87

set of analytical tasks that our tool must support. 88

• T1. Image similarity queries. Given a query image, we 89

want our tool to be able to retrieve a set of images ranked 90

by similarity. These results allow the analyst to discover 91

documents associated with the retrieved images. This task 92

supports goals G1 and G2. 93

• T2. Group documents based on image and textual con- 94

tent. Enable analysts to group documents and create col- 95

lections considering both textual and image content. This 96

task allow us to achieve goals G1 and G2. 97

• T3. Selecting and filtering collections. Allow the ana- 98

lyst to select a document collection and filter its content 99

(i.e., adding or removing documents) according to his/her 100

search criteria. This task allow us to achieve goals G1 and 101

G2. 102

• T4. Compare document collections. Enable topics and 103

metadata analysis in document collections created by the 104
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Fig. 1: The proposed methodology comprises three main steps: Extraction and
processing of image and textual information from the documents, content-based
image retrieval (CBIR) and interactive multidimensional projection (middle),
and visual analysis to uncover hidden patterns and relationships among subsets
of documents.

analysts. Moreover, our tool must facilitate compari-1

son between document collections to identify similarities2

among them. This task gives support to goal G3.3

• T5. Storing and managing document collections. Each4

time an analyst creates a document collection, he/she must5

be able to save it. Moreover, users should have access to6

the stored collections to perform operations such as query-7

ing, retrieving, and merging. This task allow us to achieve8

goals G3 and G4.9

• T6. Exporting customized document collections. Af-10

ter the exploration process, the analyst should be able to11

export his/her results into a human and machine-readable12

format. This task allows us to achieve goal G4.13

4. DRIFT14

DRIFT is a visualization tool designed to support the analysis15

and exploration of large scientific document collections, reveal-16

ing the similarity between document contents while enabling17

interactive resources to store and recover intermediate steps of18

the exploratory analysis. DRIFT’s methodology, illustrated in19

Fig. 1, comprises three main steps: (i) extraction and processing20

of image and textual information from each document, (ii) in-21

teractive exploration of a multi-CBIR, and (iii) visual in-detail22

analysis of selected documents.23

DRIFT allows the analysts to choose the number of images to24

be used for querying as well as the number of images to be re-25

trieved by the CBIR components. Each component brings a set26

of documents associated with the images, i.e., the documents27

that contain the retrieved images as part of their content. The28

associated documents are considered as control points to guide29

the multidimensional projection process, which is responsible30

for mapping the documents based on their similarity to 2D vi-31

sual space. Textual features are only used to accomplish the32

projection. Thus, using images of interest users can find rele-33

vant documents that are then used to drive exploratory analysis34

in a 2D visual space. Additionally, we implement visual re-35

sources to support analytical tasks, i.e., author-frequency, and36

year-frequency histograms as well as a topic-based word cloud.37

A streamgraph component, called Selection Visual Manager,38

helps to save and display intermediate steps of the exploratory39

analysis. Such intermediate steps, called states, can be recov-40

ered, compared, and employed to generate new states, which41

can be downloaded as subsets of documents.42

Table 1: Methodological and analytical properties and their related tools.

T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6
Multi-CBIR View •

Multidimensional
Projection View

• •

List-based Selection
Refinement View

• • •

Selection Content
Summarization View

• •

Selection Inspector
View

• •

State Manager View • •

We design these visual components to achieve the identified 43

goals. All components address at least one analytical tasks de- 44

scribed in Section 3.2. Table 1 details the relation between the 45

visual resources and analytical tasks (T1-T6 columns). 46

4.1. Content Extraction and Processing 47

We make use of ArXiv® digital library and the e- 48

proceedings of a well-known conference in visual computing 49

from 2011 to 2014 as the document collections to be handled 50

by DRIFT. We divided the collection into three subsets, namely, 51

(DT1) containing 1369 articles on five distinct topics, (DT2) 52

containing 171 visual computing articles, and (DT3) contain- 53

ing 284 articles on three related topics. The main reason for 54

this division is to provide different scenarios that will make it 55

easier to assess the performance of our methodology. The key- 56

words used as well as the number of images contained in each 57

category is described in Table 2. 58

The tool pdf2text from Poppler library9 is applied to convert 59

the textual content of PDF files into ASCII text files. ASCII 60

files are then analyzed as described in Section 4.1.1. The tool 61

pdfimage also from the Poppler library is used to convert pages 62

of PDF documents into 8-bit PNG image files. The PNG files 63

are input into an image processing pipeline to extract figures 64

contained on each page. We use the global Otsu method [31] to 65

binarize the PNG files, searching for components in the result- 66

ing binary images. The components are then ranked according 67

to their area (height×width) and the largest component in an 68

image is considered a figure if its dimensions are greater than 69

50 × 150 pixels. In this case, the corresponding bounding box 70

is cropped out from the original PNG file and exported as an 71

individual image to a local image database. The detected figure 72

is then erased from the image page and the whole process is re- 73

peated until no component satisfying the size criterion is found. 74

Then we move to the next PNG file. Finally, the saved figures 75

are submitted to feature extraction as described in Section 4.1.2. 76

4.1.1. Text Processing 77

We employed two approaches to perform suitable text pro- 78

cessing. First, as proposed in the previous version of this 79

9http://poppler.freedesktop.org

http://poppler.freedesktop.org
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work [4], we adopt the text processing procedure proposed by1

Gomez-Nieto et al. [32] to extract textual features. The choice2

is mainly due to simplicity and good computational perfor-3

mance in processing short-length text. In summary, ASCII files4

associated with each document are processed to extract term5

frequency vectors. Then, we performed some conventional text6

processing filtering — i.e., stemming, stop word removal, and7

definition of Luhn’s lower and upper cuts [33] — ending with8

a TF-IDF vector representation of each document.9

Second, we introduce embeddings to extract each docu-10

ment’s representative vector in this extended version. Specif-11

ically, we choose doc2vec [34], an unsupervised model that12

seeks to understand each word’s context in a document and13

find similarities between documents. Thus, we instantiated the14

model using Gensim [35] library, with a minimum word count15

of 2, a vector size of 50, and the number of training iterations16

of 40.17

In both cases, we process only the abstract rather than the full18

content of each document to reduce the computational burden.19

Although the entire document content could improve the qual-20

ity of the document representation, handling only the abstracts21

favors interactivity. It makes it easier to plug the proposed so-22

lution into a web environment.23

Note that using one of these two methods aims to provide24

suitable input for our multidimensional projection step (pre-25

sented in Section 4.2). However, DRIFT proposes a method-26

ology independent of a unique method to perform this task, and27

any other adequate method can be employed.28

4.1.2. Image Features Extraction29

Over the last 5 years, deep-learning-based feature extraction30

techniques have been unbeatable in many different contexts, as31

for example in image object detection. Therefore, we use a neu-32

ral network to extract feature vectors for each image extracted33

from the documents. We relied on AlexNet [36] architecture34

pre-trained on the ImageNet dataset10. Unlike the original net-35

work architecture, we changed the last layer from 1000 to 536

neurons. It was done to fine-tune on our first dataset (DT1)37

which consisted of 5 categories (disease, gene, gravitational,38

market, seismic). We then modified the learning rate of the last39

layer by a factor of 10; this allows the back-propagation to have40

a high effect on the last layer and a slight impact on the previous41

ones. Finally, we did 50,000 iterations with a momentum of 0.942

and a base learning rate of 0.001. The features extracted from43

the last fully connected layer are a vector of 4,096 elements.44

For the other two datasets (DT2 and DT3) we did not fine-45

tune the CNN because the images did not contain classes, that is46

why we extract the feature of these two datasets using the model47

already trained with DT1. Note that although we are doing fine-48

tuning in a classifier, our goal is not to use the classifier output,49

but to refine and extract the characteristics for our problem. To50

avoid the curse of dimensionality, we additionally reduce the51

feature vector dimension to 50 using PCA.52

10http://image-net.org/

Table 2: Description of datasets used for our study: Query used, number of
documents retrieved (docs), number of images contained (imgs), textual pro-
cessing strategy used (textproc), and source.

ID Query #docs #imgs textproc Source
seismic 274 5,002
market 273 2,772

DT1 gravitational 274 3,082 TF-IDF ArXiv
disease 274 3,795

gene 274 3,731
Proceeding 2011 45 1,010

DT2 Proceeding 2012 45 1,195 TF-IDF IEEE
Proceeding 2013 36 869 Xplore
Proceeding 2014 45 1,033

DT3 COVID-19 802 5392 doc2vec Semantic
Scholar

computer graphics 95 2,010
DT4 image processing 93 1,922 doc2vec ArXiv

computer vision 96 2,732

4.2. Multi-CBIR and 2D Mapping 53

In the following, we describe the two main views that lead 54

the exploration process and how they are integrated for interac- 55

tively finding key documents. 56

Multi-CBIR View 57

Traditionally, a CBIR mechanism returns a similarity-based 58

ordered list of images by querying one specific image. The 59

similarity can be defined from a distance measure between fea- 60

ture vectors. In our implementation, the CBIR retrieves a user- 61

defined number of similar images, which are displayed next to 62

the query image in an imageboard, as illustrated in Fig. 2 (left). 63

Up to five queries can be performed simultaneously using dif- 64

ferent input images. On the imageboard, images belonging to 65

the same document are highlighted when the user hovers a spe- 66

cific image, fading out the remaining images on the board. The 67

imageboard is the starting point for an interactive exploration 68

of a document collection (see Fig. 3a). 69

Multidimensional Projection View 70

Textual information from each document gives rise to a high- 71

dimensional vector that represents the document. In order to in- 72

teractively explore the documents based on their similarity, we 73

map the high-dimensional vectors to a 2D visual space using a 74

multidimensional projection method. Specifically, we use Lo- 75

cal Affine Multidimensional Projection (LAMP) [37] due to its 76

interactive capability and good performance in terms of accu- 77

racy [38]. This method uses a reduced number of sample points 78

(called control points) to drive the mapping of the remaining 79

data instances into the visual space. LAMP makes it possi- 80

ble to interactively position control points on the visual space, 81

updating the projection layout according to user intervention. 82

This main feature is decisive for our choice of using LAMP 83

over any other local multidimensional projection method as t- 84

SNE [39] and UMAP [40]. We located our multidimensional 85

projection component in the middle of the visualization inter- 86

face, as shown in Fig. 3b. 87

http://image-net.org/
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Finding Key Documents1

DRIFT combines multi-CBIR and multidimensional projec-2

tion views to enable an interactive exploration of document col-3

lections. As illustrated in Fig. 2 a user query for images using4

the CBIR component and the result are presented in the image-5

board. Documents associated with retrieved images are set up6

as control points to drive the multidimensional projection step.7

Once projected, control points can be dragged and dropped to8

emphasize their semantic relation, being the projection layout9

updated accordingly. A parameter α can be tuned between zero10

and one (0−1) forcing LAMP to perform a more local or global11

mapping, respectively. Images resulting from the CBIR and12

their associated documents are highlighted in the projection lay-13

out using the same colors of the groups in the imageboard.14

Fig. 2: Finding key documents by the combination of multiple-CBIR and multi-
dimensional projection views: (a) Our system retrieves multiple sets of images
based on image queries, (b) automatically it selects the documents where re-
trieved images are contained, (c) these documents are used as control points by
our multidimensional projection view for mapping the entire document collec-
tion, (d) according to his/her interests the analyst repositions the control points
to customize groups, and finally (e) the entire collection is reprojected based on
such reposition.

4.3. Visual Analysis15

The main functionality of our methodology is the interactive16

selection of subsets of scientific documents. The user can select17

a subset of articles by drawing a polygon around points (docu-18

ments) of the projection. The borders of the points selected will19

be colored in red. Each time the analyst selects a subset of doc-20

uments, linked views are updated showing relevant information21

from the selected documents. Relevant information is depicted22

in the following visual components:23

List-based Selection Refinement View24

This component shows the list of selected documents, depict-25

ing the title and DOI, where the latter is linked to the original26

publication page. Particular documents can be removed from27

the list by clicking on the trash button, as shown in Fig. 3c.28

Selection Content Summarization View 29

Once a group of documents is selected, three visual sum- 30

marization widgets are updated to show relevant content from 31

the selected subset. Specifically, the visual summarization wid- 32

gets show author-frequency histogram, topic word cloud, and 33

publication-year frequency histogram, as shown in Fig. 3d. 34

Those widgets provide an overall view of most-cited authors, 35

general/particular topics discussed, or which period comprises 36

the larger number of publications. 37

Selection Inspector View 38

A typical cycle accomplished several times is selecting docu- 39

ments and inspecting their summary to choose the most relevant 40

ones. However, along with the exploration, some of these se- 41

lections can partially reveal relevant documents for the user. To 42

take advantage of this new subset of documents, DRIFT allows 43

the user to manage such selections by performing recover, com- 44

pare, and merge operations. We build a visualization-assisted 45

mechanism that organizes and saves each selection from Mul- 46

tidimensional Projection View as a state to facilitate such an 47

iterative process. 48

We employ an interactive streamgraph metaphor that stores 49

the documents, images, and authors resulting from each it- 50

eration cycle. The number of documents, images, and au- 51

thors are represented as streamgraph layers — orange, red, and 52

turquoise, respectively — and each iteration cycle is marked 53

with three vertically aligned dots in the layout, as illustrated in 54

Fig. 3e. 55

This widget allows recovering a state saved during the ana- 56

lytical process, supporting to restore relevant articles identified 57

during any cycle. Indeed, the widget enables a wide range of 58

operations over, e.g., compare, combine, or delete the result of 59

any iteration cycle, as detailed in the following view. 60

Our choice for employing this metaphor was motivated 61

by the following requirements: (i) explore temporal infor- 62

mation that can be drastically scaled by the number of user 63

selections, (ii) rapidly inspect how the number of docu- 64

ments/authors/images varies about previous states, and (iii) an 65

overlap-free representation that allows us to analyze by attribute 66

and state simultaneously. These needs justify our choice over 67

traditional charts (e.g., line charts, bar charts, or boxplots) that 68

impairs readability as this visual resource scales in terms of the 69

amount of data and area occupied. 70

State Manager View 71

Suppose that during the exploratory analysis two states (S A 72

and S B) are produced. To compare the content of the two states 73

DRIFT employs a modal window that performs set operations 74

on states S A and S B: intersection (A∩B) and difference (A−B or 75

B− A). After selecting the two states from the streamgraph and 76

clicking on the “compare” button the modal window shows up, 77

as illustrated in Fig. 4. The modal window is divided into three 78

horizontal blocks, one for each set operation. Each block con- 79

tains the title, authors, and images of each document resulting 80

from the set operation. 81

The result of a set operation can be saved as a new state in the 82

streamgraph. On the bottom part of the modal window, under 83
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Fig. 3: An overview of DRIFT tool. In (a) the imageboard resulting from multi-CBIR queries. The output of this component is a set of images related to the query
images. The second column is divided into two sections: (b) the projection of the scientific documents based on their similarity. Control points driving the projection
are represented by circles with a larger diameter using the same color as the imageboard to emphasize the correspondence between images and documents. Users
can select a set of documents of interest and see in detail their content in the lower view (c). In (d) we show a histogram of the authors, a word cloud, and the
publication year histogram. In (e) the selection made by the user is presented into the Selection Inspector View.

title Selected, the title of chosen documents is displayed. Once1

the New state button is selected, a new state will be added to the2

streamgraph. The user can also export the filtered documents as3

.json files containing the selected article titles and their respec-4

tive web links.5

Our prototype is entirely developed in Javascript, using6

D3.js11 and Lasso12 libraries, what should make it possible to7

plug DRIFT into digital libraries running on Web. The prepro-8

cessing steps such as feature extraction are speeded up using9

C++ standard libraries.10

5. Case Studies11

In this section, we present three case studies to assess12

DRIFT’s effectiveness in terms of exploration of the scientific13

document collection. Each one of them represents a differ-14

ent scenario. The first involves the exploratory analysis of the15

dataset DT1 (see Table 2) where queries are performed from16

five different topics, namely, “seismic”,“market”, “gravita-17

tional”, “disease” and “gene” (the ArXiv digital library is the18

collection). The second analysis involves the dataset DT2 (Ta-19

ble 2) where documents proceeds of the Conference on Graph-20

ics, Patterns and Images (SIBGRAPI) from four specific years,21

11http://d3js.org/
12http://github.com/skokenes/D3-Lasso-Plugin

namely, 2011, 2012, 2013, and 2014. Finally, the third involves 22

the dataset DT3 (Table 2) which contains a collection of articles 23

related to research on Coronavirus (COVID-19). 24

5.1. Exploring the DT1 Dataset 25

Suppose we are looking for articles related to gravitational 26

waves associated with supernovae. We start the exploratory 27

analysis by performing queries from images related to the topic 28

of interest. Fig. 5 shows two images used as input for the query- 29

ing process. To emulate the behavior of an analyst in this topic, 30

we select these two inputs knowing a priori that they appeared 31

in articles that talk about the topic searched. The first input im- 32

age (top) is related to a novel gravitational-wave signature in 33

supernovae and we decide to retrieve six images related to the 34

given one. The number of retrieved images is a user-defined pa- 35

rameter, and the choice for six was made due from the seventh 36

image onwards they do not belong within the domain we are 37

looking for. We found three articles related to seismic features 38

and gravitational waves, as shown in the list of documents asso- 39

ciated with the retrieved images. Using the second input image 40

(Fig. 5 bottom) and setting the number of retrieved images to 41

nine the search results in five documents. 42

The eight documents are used as control points to drive the 43

mapping of the entire document collection. Fig. 6 illustrates the 44

entire interactive analytical process. Each disk encloses a state 45

saved and represented in the streamgraph, showing the projec- 46

tion point cloud, selected documents associated with the state, 47

http://d3js.org/
http://github.com/skokenes/D3-Lasso-Plugin
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a

b

c

d

Fig. 4: Comparing two different states of user interaction by using the State Manager View: (a) shared articles between A and B selections, (b) articles present in
selection A and not in B, (c) articles present in selection B and not in A, and (d) filtered articles for generating a new state or exporting to file.

Fig. 5: Two input images to start the exploratory analysis of the DT1 dataset.

and the three summarization widgets. Initially, the projection in1

the first state displays two sets of control points, the blue point2

group on the right side from the first query, and the red point3

group on the left side from the second query. Notice that the4

word cloud summarization widget by selecting the blue points5

is basically formed by the words “gravitational”, “frequency”6

and “scattering”. In the same way, the second state is the selec-7

tion of points of the left side. States 3 and 4 are composed by se-8

lections with non-relevant documents for our analysis. In-state9

5, the inner region of the projected point cloud is selected, re-10

vealing a broader range of topics published from 2007 to 2016.11

Up to here, these selections allow identifying the topics around12

the different regions of the projection. At this point, we look13

to determine which control points we must relocate closely and14

which distantly. On the ninth state, the projection is locally15

modified (parameter α = 0.3 is set to 0.001 in LAMP). Addi-16

tionally, one control point is moved on the bottom-right (blue)17

and another on the bottom-left (red) to better separate docu-18

ments deemed relevant from those of low interest. Documents19

close to the target control points reveal a large number of publi- 20

cations sharing co-authors, especially in 2008, 2014, and 2016 21

years. The analyst can determine which control point is ap- 22

proaching its target by hovering it with the cursor and watching 23

the image(s) that are highlighted in the CBIR views. 24

States 6 to 9 comprise different document selections on the 25

same projection. As the word cloud generated in the ninth state 26

reveals, it includes several topics. At this point, we are inter- 27

ested in comparing the current selection and selection stored in 28

the previous state (state 8). For that, we make use of the Selec- 29

tion Inspector View, and after a quick look at each imageboard 30

and document title, we filter out eight relevant articles, giving 31

raise a new state in the streamgraph (state 10). 32

On the eleventh state, control points are moved even further, 33

being placed on the top-left region where gravitational, mass, 34

and accretion topics reside. On the twelfth state, documents 35

on the rightmost region of the projection layout are associated 36

with topics of interest. However, some documents clutter the 37

analysis, so we resort to the managing states tool to compare 38

the current and the ninth state. The resulting analysis gives 39

rise to a subset of nine documents saved in the thirteenth state, 40

which are mostly related to “gene”, “data”, and “model”. Fi- 41

nally, we decided to combine the two states deemed most rel- 42

evant for our analysis, the eleventh and thirteenth states. We 43

use one last time the managing state tool, resulting in a set of 44

articles closely related to the topics of interest, namely “grav- 45

itational”, “wave”, “simulations”, “scattering”, which have 46

been published in 2011, 2013, 2015, and 2016, this later with a 47

larger number of publications. The merged states are export as 48

a JSON file for future analysis and readings. 49

5.2. Exploring the DT2 Dataset 50

In the second case, we aim to find articles related to 3D mod- 51

els (see Fig. 7) starting with five query images. We chose four 52

of them by their explicit relation to our target, and the last from 53

another topic, i.e., a well-known picture in the context of image 54
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Fig. 6: Exploring 14 different states on the streamgraph widget during user exploration of DT1. Each colored layer represents the evolution of the number of ( )
images, ( ) documents, and ( ) authors by each selection. Additionally, we highlight eight states for showing the set of selected documents on projection, two
histograms containing top authors and publication year, and the resulting word cloud. The order number of these states is displayed in a yellow circle on the border.

processing. The main purpose of using such an image is to em-1

ploy it as a control point to properly drive the multidimensional2

projection, pushing unrelated articles towards this control point.3

The initial projection places most instances in the middle of4

the layout, as illustrated in Fig. 7a. Using the interactive se-5

lector — which displays the title of the article — one can easily6

see that documents placed at peripheral regions belong to dis-7

tinct topics, as shown in Fig.s 7b and 7c, respectively.8

We rearrange our projection by moving a few control points,9

i.e., one blue control point to the bottom-left region, and the10

only red control point to the right region, as shown in Fig. 7d.11

Such an operation map some points around the recently real-12

located blue control point. When we inspect for the content13

of these points (using the word cloud component) we notice14

important terms for our search, as “face”, “reconstruction”,15

“3d”, “skull”. In the same way, in Fig. 7e we gather red, blue,16

and violet control points, and select them and their neighbors.17

The generated word cloud display terms as “gestures”, “defor-18

mation”, “mesh”. Both selections reveal two different config-19

urations, in Fig. 7d we group some documents that talk about20

3D mostly, while Fig. 7e depicts images and words conveying21

image processing context.22

Then, we aim to explore the content in some different regions 23

of the projection, so after one more interaction, we found se- 24

lected two groups for analysis. In Fig. 7f we highlight (orange 25

and purple borders) these selections which contain partially re- 26

lated articles to our search. Both of them were stored in our 27

Selection Inspector View as states 2 and 3 respectively, as illus- 28

trated in Fig. 7g. After interacting in our State Manager View 29

we filtered a few articles to compose a new state, stored as state 30

4. 31

We relocate a few control points once again to refine our se- 32

lections. In this step, we gather the orange, one blue, and one 33

violet points on the middle-left region to separate a subset based 34

on retrieved images from inputs, and leave on the right region 35

control points already explored. As a result, in Fig. 7i we show 36

the projection map with the neighbors selected around of such 37

control points. 38

By simple inspection, we can notice that most of the articles 39

retrieved depict similar textual content to the selected control 40

points. We store this new selection as state 5. Then, we decide 41

to analyze the contribution of one of the control points in orange 42

which talks about curves on surfaces, so we drag it towards the 43

middle region, bringing with it the most similar documents, as 44
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illustrated in Fig. 7j. As can be noticed, the neighbors generally1

talk about geometry processing for surfaces, which is close, but2

not completely, related to our search. We store this selection as3

state 6 in Selection Inspector. We opt to compare the first two4

selections (states “0” and “1”) since they were not been care-5

fully explored yet. In Fig. 7k, the State Manager View shows6

two selections without intersections. However, inspecting titles,7

authors, and contained images we filtered four useful articles8

for our purposes. We store the combination of these articles9

into state 7.10

Finally, we compare states 5 and 7. We found two selections11

without intersection but containing four articles highly relevant12

to our study, as illustrated in Fig. 7l. At the end of our ex-13

ploration, we have produced three states containing scientific14

articles that allow us to extract related methods to 3D modeling15

in computer graphics, i.e., fourth, sixth, and eighth states. As16

can be noticed, we successfully discriminate such articles, even17

in a highly related-topic collection, by using images and textual18

information included in each article.19

5.3. Exploring the DT3 Dataset20

During the COVID-19 outbreak, different pieces of research21

were developed on the diagnosis of this disease. Among them,22

several proposals employed X-ray images to classify them into23

infected or non-infected patients. This case study aims to iden-24

tify the documents that exploit this methodology for COVID-25

19 diagnosis, focusing on respiratory infections. We performed26

a search using the terms “coronavirus” and “infection” on the27

sentence-level search engine Spike13. As a result, we collected28

a corpus of 802 papers about COVID-19 infection published29

during 2019 and 2020, named DT3 in Table 2.30

We started our study using two X-ray images of moderately31

compromised lungs, as Fig. 8a shows. Our choice is due since32

we knew a priori they proceed from a patient with COVID-19.33

The documents containing the CBIR outputs are mapped as red34

and blue points respectively, followed by the rest of the corpus35

in green, as illustrated in Fig. 8b. Initially, we select the red36

points to explore the content of such articles. Then, we perform37

a new selection containing the blue points and a few of their38

neighbors. Both are stored as states 0 and 1 in the Selection39

Inspector view.40

After that, we filtered the states 0 and 1, labeled as A and41

B respectively, using the State Manager view and identified all42

articles related to respiratory affections. We can inspect these43

articles in Fig. 9a. At this point, we decide to exclude two doc-44

uments from the row B − A since they focus on transplants and45

lessons learned during the outbreak. As a result, we produce46

state 2 of our exploration. Interacting again with the projection,47

we selected articles near the red points, as shows in Fig. 9b. The48

resulting word cloud contains terms like lung, respiratory, and49

drugs. It provides a clue on respiratory infections, so we store50

this selection as state 3. Finally, we combine the states 2 and51

3 intuiting that they will result into a more accurate selection.52

Thus, we obtain a state 4 composed by relevant 9 articles re-53

lated to lung lesions, pneumonia, lung ultrasound, chest X-ray54

13https://spike.apps.allenai.org/datasets/cord19

features of COVID-19, but sharing respiratory infections as a 55

common topic, as shown in Fig. 9c. 56

As can be noticed, starting with just two images, DRIFT al- 57

lowed us to identify nine other papers successfully. Addition- 58

ally, all control points are associated with our search, so it was 59

unnecessary to relocate them since closer regions already con- 60

tain articles on respiratory infections. A text search would not 61

necessarily have found articles with images similar to the one 62

entered. With DRIFT, we exploit the characteristics of the X- 63

ray image, obtaining valuable images from the beginning for a 64

specialist in the area. Also, using DRIFT components to com- 65

plement the exploration process, we reached a suitable selec- 66

tion of documents strongly correlated to our aimed subject – 67

the identification of respiratory disease related to COVID-19. 68

6. User Evaluation 69

We conducted a controlled user evaluation to assess whether 70

DRIFT enables the discovery of documents of interest in plausi- 71

ble time in comparison with the list-based traditional paradigm. 72

In this section, we detail the procedure and results of our eval- 73

uation. 74

The evaluation follows a five-step procedure: 75

I Introduction. We gave a brief explanation of the purpose 76

of the study to the participants. 77

II Tool exposure. We show the participants the necessary 78

functionalities in DRIFT. 79

III User familiarization. Participants had 10 minutes to play 80

with the tool, exploring a collection other than DT4. 81

IV Evaluation. We invited the participants to perform a spe- 82

cific search activity. 83

V Feedback. We asked to participants to bring us feedback 84

from their experience using DRIFT. 85

We set-up two search activities (named A1 and A2) by us- 86

ing two specific questions, detailed in Table 3. Each activity 87

involved an analytical procedure from the DT4 dataset, which 88

contains 284 articles (with 6,664 images) extracted from ArXiv. 89

These documents are from three fields of study: Image Process- 90

ing, Computer Graphics and Computer Vision, as detailed in 91

Table 2. 92

For this study, we invited six users, all experienced in sys- 93

tematic literature review and part of the initial group meetings 94

participant for goals and analytical tasks definition — four with 95

a master’s degree and two with a doctoral degree — working on 96

image processing, machine learning, or visualization from dif- 97

ferent research institutions. We split all participants into two 98

groups containing three of them in each one, i.e., group GR1 99

containing users 1 to 3 (U1-U3), and group GR2 users 4 to 6 100

(U4-U6), and where each group contains one participant with 101

a doctoral degree. Then, we ask each group to perform the 102

first search activity (A1) as follows: group GR1 using DRIFT, 103

and group GR2 the list-based paradigm. Later, we ask to per- 104

form the second activity (A2) inversely, i.e., group GR2 using 105

DRIFT and group GR1 the list-based. We implement our list- 106

based interface emulating the most traditional scientific reposi- 107

tories. Before our interface displayed all documents from DT4, 108
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Fig. 7: Summarizing interactions in our case study on DT2: (a) input images and initial projection, (b-k) multiple interactions that include point reposition,
comparison among states and inspection of visual resources, and (l) final selection of searched items.

(a) Inputs to multi-CBIR (b) Multidimensional projection

Fig. 8: Whole corpus projected using multi-CBIR output documents as control
points for DT3.

we ranked them extracting the content from their abstracts and1

performing a string matching algorithm. For this, we employ2

the terms “face rendering”, and “volumetric human people” to3

compute their similarities with the abstracts, respectively.4

Table 3: Proposed activities, questions, and group distribution to user evalua-
tion.

Activity
Target Question DRIFT List

A1 Identify a
particular
group of
documents

How many and which doc-
uments use human faces for
rendering?

GR1 GR2

A2

How many and which doc-
uments address volumetric
representations of human
body?

GR2 GR1

We allow the users to choose any image from DT4 as input5

to the CBIR component, and to freely define the number (up6

Fig. 9: Displaying selections as a result of exploration in our case study on
DT3: (a) we compared the selections of the states 0 and 1 using the modal, and
we obtained the state 2, (b) we performed a selection near the red points, and it
is saved as the state 3, and (c) we compared states 2 and 3 generating a list of 9
papers related to respiratory infections.

to five) of inputs that they deem necessary to achieve the goal. 7

The users were informed of the maximum number of inputs as 8

part of the Tool Exposure step. Moreover, to minimize human 9

bias, we randomly displayed all the figures on a 2D board and 10

did not limited the time to select the inputs. This elapsed time 11

has not been considered as part of the evaluation. 12

This study verified the following hypothesis: 13

• Users of DRIFT will spend less time answering questions 14
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Fig. 10: Comparing spent times (in minutes) by the six users (U1-U6) to ac-
complish A1 and A2 activities.

that require a global analysis of the corpus, with no signif-1

icant loss in precision.2

We computed three well-known information retrieval mea-3

sures — i.e., Precision, Recall, and F1-score — to evaluate the4

relevance of document retrieved. To gain a deeper under-5

standing on information retrieval measures, review the book of6

Schütze et al. [41]. Additionally, we stored the elapsed times7

taken to accomplish A1 and A2 activities. Results are shown8

in Table 4, for each user and activity. Here, one observes that9

in A1, users of the list-based interface obtained a significantly10

lower performance in terms of all measures. Note that the dif-11

ference between the best precision value for list-based and the12

worst for DRIFT is close to 0.22, and even that the user U1 per-13

forms perfectly the test, obtaining a precision of 1. However,14

when we inspect the elapsed times in Fig. 10a, we notice that all15

times list-based users spent almost the same (close to the aver-16

age value) to perform this task. On the other hand, we note that17

two of DRIFT users (U1 and U2) obtained the lowest times for18

this experiment, except for U3 which spent much more time.19

In A2 activity, GR1’ precision average was decreased while20

GR2 was increased considerably. For instance, the user U4 —21

who obtained the poorest precision in A1 — improves its per-22

formance obtaining 0.75 of precision in A2. Moreover, inspect-23

ing the elapsed times in Fig. 10b, one can rapidly notice that24

DRIFT’ users obtained the three lowest times for this activity.25

The lowest row in Table 4 summarizes both activities by the26

average calculation.27

Finally, to check for statistical significance of the differences28

found between DRIFT and the list-based approach, we employ29

a t-test with a 5 percent level (α = 0.05). For precision values,30

we obtained a two-tailed p-value equal to 0.0023, which is con-31

sidered to be statistically significant. These results confirm our32

initial hypothesis.33

7. User Feedback34

After conducting the procedure, all the experienced re-35

searchers gave feedback and comments.36

User 1 stated: “The proposal appeals to me since it is de-37

signed to search by images combined with components, creat-38

ing interaction between the elements. I found several papers39

related to my objective. I see that it could be overwhelmed with40

some components, and to use it, an explanation is required. It41

is a helpful tool, and it made my search easier.”42

User 2 stated: “The criteria of searching by image is helpful43

because when I start a bibliographic review, I usually do not44

read the entire abstract. I consider that in subjects where im- 45

ages are essential, such as computer graphics, the search for 46

the proposed methodology is handy. In the projection, I’m fond 47

of arranging the points and finding articles without reading the 48

abstract. In text-search, you need prior knowledge to be able to 49

search using keywords, it is not interactive, but it is helpful for 50

research topics in general.” 51

User 3 stated: “I had always started my search using tradi- 52

tional methods (by textual search), so your proposal seems very 53

interesting. The first part reminds me of Pinterest when search- 54

ing for images. There are some things to refine in the projection, 55

it may be to use only the abstract, but with the visual support 56

of the images, I was able to identify suitable papers and store 57

them in my selections. The word cloud helped me to orient my- 58

self well in my research. I am satisfied with the papers that I 59

found.” 60

User 4 stated: “The work is interesting; using images speeds 61

up the work. I like selecting papers in the projection because 62

I could identify groups with similarities in a graphical way. 63

There is greater precision when combining images and text.” 64

User 5 stated: “I found the combination of images and text 65

interesting using analytical and visual search elements. When I 66

look for papers in my area, as visualization topics, I am guided 67

by the images because they are essential for finding the docu- 68

ments of my interest. To do a systematic review, I usually save 69

the papers and classify them as I read them; with DRIFT, I 70

could organize them before reading the abstracts based on the 71

images.” 72

User 6 stated: “It is a tool that saves time for the researcher 73

by including the images in the search. I am really into it. I was 74

guided by both the images and their titles to select the articles. 75

However, it depends on the topic to be researched to get articles 76

associated with a search successfully. That is, specific themes 77

do not use images. On the other hand, I enjoy combining my 78

selections and group papers without reading the abstract.” 79

We received positive feedback from the users, including sig- 80

nificant opportunities for our future work, e.g., focus on spe- 81

cific fields of study that deal with a high number of images, 82

and plug it into institutional repositories for exploring the- 83

ses/dissertations. The researchers showed different behavior in 84

the learning curve for using DRIFT, essentially characterized by 85

his/her background in using this type of visual analytic system. 86

However, all of them described the use of our tool as beneficial 87

for its work. This fact points out the usefulness of our method- 88

ology and tool. 89

8. Discussion and Limitations 90

The described design and case studies clearly show that our 91

approach provides an efficient alternative for exploring and an- 92

alyzing extensive collections of scientific documents. Our im- 93

plementation into the web context aims to introduce a new 94

paradigm into digital libraries’ exploration. In that way, we 95

allow analysts to extract insights while mitigating the overwork 96

to establish mental relationships among documents and the ex- 97

cessive time consumption by abstracts reading. DRIFT starts 98

the analytical process with a collection accurately filtered by 99
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Table 4: Measures values (Precision, Recall and F1-score) and in-detail elapsed times (in minutes) obtained by the six participants (U1-U6) of our study after
perform the activities (A1, A2).

list-based DRIFT
Precision Recall F1-score Precision Recall F1-score

A1
U4 0.200 0.200 0.200 U1 1.000 0.600 0.750
U5 0.286 0.400 0.333 U2 0.800 0.800 0.800
U6 0.333 0.200 0.250 U3 0.556 1.000 0.714

A2
U1 0.750 0.375 0.500 U4 0.750 0.094 0.167
U2 0.278 0.625 0.385 U5 0.750 0.094 0.167
U3 0.250 0.625 0.357 U6 0.700 0.088 0.156

Average 0.349 0.404 0.338 0.759 0.446 0.459

image and textual content, covering a higher number of inter-1

esting articles. Then, the complementary resources provide a2

quick overview of our collection’s main topics and metadata,3

storing this selection to be managed according to the analyst’s4

needs. Finally, this process can be performed several times, al-5

lowing us to retrieve and combine previous selections until we6

reach the desired collection. These features enhance the use of7

resources in terms of time and effort for compiling a broader8

and more accurate set of required documents, avoiding the one-9

by-one review as digital libraries currently have us accustomed10

to.11

The novel combination of multiple-CBIR and multidimen-12

sional projection represents a flexible and powerful mechanism13

to gather image and textual features in a methodology for docu-14

ment exploration. However, the feature extraction step dramati-15

cally impacts the whole process of analysis. It is crucial to have16

a valuable set of features describing images and texts to help17

us improve the accuracy of searches. Note that not all articles18

available in digital libraries have images; in these cases, DRIFT19

only uses textual information since those documents cannot in-20

teract with any CBIR component.21

We identified some essential considerations in the textual22

processing step. First, the text size is a decisive factor to con-23

sider when using TFIDF or a word embedding model. For in-24

stance, the TFIDF model has better accuracy for abstracts than25

word embedding models, such as doc2vec. However, it em-26

ploys a large amount of memory to process features since values27

are highly sparse on vector representation. On the other hand,28

word embedding models performed better on short texts like29

titles because the semantic model allows managing the short30

amount of information while at the same time optimizing mem-31

ory usage. For a deeper comparison of these two strategies,32

review Meijer et al. [42]. DRIFT makes these two approaches33

available, allowing the analyst to select the one according to the34

previously discussed dataset features.35

Our implementation visually illustrates the states to be36

queried, filtered, and combined. It relies on a streamgraph-37

based plot that performs an advisory role. However, it is not38

entirely appropriate when document selections are unbalanced,39

i.e., collections with few elements can be challenging to visu-40

alize. On the other side, lower sections of the graph can help41

reveal outliers. Moreover, it allows us to stack more attributes42

to visualize simultaneously, and user exploration, e.g., number43

of reads/downloads or average h-index from the entire collec- 44

tion. 45

A significant weakness in our prototype concerns the set of 46

operations over states supported. In DRIFT, we only allow the 47

analyst to compare intersections and differences from two states 48

visually. However, if an analyst needs to reach more than two, 49

it will force multiple pair comparisons. For instance, for three 50

states, it will examine the first and second, then the second and 51

third, and lastly, third and first. We intend to implement more 52

operations to improve the analysis experience, e.g., reordering 53

or altering states. 54

9. Conclusion 55

In this work, we present DRIFT, a novel visual analytic 56

tool for analyzing scientific literature collection. It com- 57

prises multiple linked components such as content-based image 58

retrieval, multidimensional projection, frequency histograms, 59

word clouds, and a streamgraph. We extend the previous ver- 60

sion of this paper [4] by adding a new case study, improvements 61

in textual processing, and deeply detailing the user evaluation 62

process. The proposed method is fully interactive, intuitive for 63

analysts aiming to extract subsets of documents according to 64

its requirements. Moreover, it proposes a new paradigm that 65

conciliates both image and textual features into a continuous 66

feedback process. Furthermore, we implemented DRIFT in a 67

web-based environment with the future envision to plug it into 68

a digital library. We demonstrate the usefulness of our method- 69

ology in three detailed case studies and user evaluation. Results 70

show that our approach is an attractive method for analyzing 71

multiple types of documents. 72
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